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During its first three years of existence, under the guidance of AIGA, AIGA Vietnam has

already made strong contributions to the development of safety awareness and safety

standards in industrial gas activities in Vietnam. AIGA Vietnam has also demonstrated

very strong support to the local and central authorities on oxygen during the COVID-19

pandemic. I would like to take this opportunity to extend my sincere appreciation to

Technical Committee members, without whom such achievements would not have been

possible!

We have made progress, but the road to full safety is long and requires continuous efforts.

AIGA Vietnam is fully committed to continue its initiatives to educate, deliver outreach

programs and share best practices to ensure the safe production, handling, transportation

and usage of industrial gasses. Based on the needs revealed during the COVID-19 crisis,

AIGA Vietnam also aims at improving the safety and quality standards in the field of

medical gasses.

Together with its partners, the local and central authorities of the Government of Vietnam,

national associations in the region, AIGA and EIGA, AIGA Vietnam will strive to improve

the health, safety and security of workers, patients and of the community in Vietnam.

Looking forward to working with all of you,

Message from AIGA VN Board
In term 2023 ~ 2025

Dear colleagues and friends

I am very honored to be elected as the second chief
representative of AIGA Vietnam.

Building upon the ambition of Mr. Haruhiko Yasuga
and the legacy of Mr. Anthony Yohann Grandpierre, I
am fully committed to cooperate with AIGA partners
and colleagues to continue to build up the safety
culture in the industrial and medical gas field in
Vietnam.

Mrs. Claire Rosseler

2nd Chief Rep. of AIGA VN

(General Director of Air Liquide VN)
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